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Synchronization by slow clock transport is shown to be 
equivalent to that by electromagnetic signals for clocks 
moving along the trajectories of a timelike Killing vector 
field, provided the gravitational redshift is corrected for 
and the synchronization paths are the same. 

Clock synchronization plays an important role in many 
gedanken experiments of special relativity. Usually one 
considers clocks resting in one and the same inertial 
system. Synchronization of two clocks is achieved either (i) 
by demanding that a light flash emitted from the midpoint 
between the two clocks should reach the clocks at instants 
corresponding to identical clock readings ("Einstein syn-
chronization") [1] or (ii) by slowly moving a third clock 
from one clock to the other and requiring that the readings 
of the third clock and one of the other clocks should be the 
same at departure and arrival, respectively. It can easily be 
shown that (i) and (ii) are equivalent in the limit as the 
velocity of the synchronizing clock used in clock-transport 
synchronization goes to zero. 

In this note we address the question whether electro-
magnetic and clock-transport synchronization (in the zero-
velocity limit) remain equivalent under more general 
circumstances, namely if the clocks that are to be syn-
chronized move along non-inertial trajectories in Min-
kowski space or are influenced by a gravitational field. We 
shall show by an elementary proof that the above equiva-
lence holds in an arbitrary stationary metric, provided (i) 
the clocks that are to be synchronized follow trajectories of 
a timelike Killing vector field, (ii) proper time is replaced 
by the Killing parameter (i.e. the (pseudo-)gravitational 
redshift is corrected for in the clock readings) and (iii) the 
synchronization paths (of the light ray and the synchroniz-
ing clock) are the same. Assumption (iii) is necessary 
because synchronization is path-dependent, if the Killing 
vector field is not hypersurface-orthogonal. In the case of 
Einstein synchronization this fact is well-known from the 
example of the rotating disk [2], A synchronization path 
can be specified by a curve on a spacelike slice or, more 
conveniently, by the timelike two-dimensional surface 
defined by that curve and the Killing trajectories. We shall 
refer in the following to this two-dimensional surface as 
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the "synchronization sheet". According to assumption (iii) 
both the null lines corresponding to the synchronizing light 
rays (which may be curved by mirrors etc. and hence need 
not coincide with null geodesies) and the worldline of the 
synchronizing clock have to lie within the synchronization 
sheet. Without loss of generality the synchronization path, 
and hence the surface, may be taken as non-selfinter-
secting, since one can always decompose a path into non-
intersecting pieces and synchronization along a given path 
will turn out to be transitive. 

In order to prove the above assertion we consider the 
metric induced on the two-dimensional synchronization 
sheet by the full spacetime metric. It is again stationary; 
hence there exists a coordinate system in which it takes 
the form 

d s f 2 ) =/00 (x) dr2 + 2/0I (.V) dtdx +/,, (x) d.x2 (1) 

and in which the curves x = const are Killing trajectories. 
But every two-dimensional stationary metric is also static 
(or, in geometrical terms, there exist curves orthogonal to 
the Killing vector field, whose projections on a given 
three-dimensional spacelike slice may be specified arbi-
trarily; these curves will turn out to be just the "curves of 
simultaneity" defined by the synchronization process). 
This is made explicit by the coordinate transformation 

.V 

t = > + J(/oi//oo)d.Y' (2) 
.v 

£ = ! ( - / . . + ^ | / / o o ) 1 / 2 d.x' (3) 

upon which (1) becomes 
d 4 ) = / ( < 0 d T 2 - d £ 2 (4) 

and the Killing trajectories are given by = const. 
To complete the proof it will be convenient to use the 

following equivalent definition of the Einstein synchroni-
zation of two clocks: Consider the future and past directed 
null lines emanating from a point of the worldline of one 
clock that lie within the synchronization sheet. They inter-
sect the worldline of the other clock at two points. The 
middle between these two points defines the instant at 
which the other clock should show the same reading as the 
first clock at the instant of emanation of the null lines. 

Now the synchronizing light rays are indeed null geo-
desies with respect to the induced metric (4). Thus we are 
led to consider the "light cone" (within the synchroniza-
tion sheet) belonging to a point with, say, r = 0. By time 
inversion symmetry (which is a consequence of staticity), 
this light cone will intersect any Killing line at two 
instants. r = T a n d t = —T. Using now the reformulated 
definition of Einstein synchronization given previously, we 
conclude that the spacelike curves r = const are "curves of 
simultaneity" with respect to the electromagnetic synchro-
nization. But it is also obvious that a clock which moves on 
a worldline with four-velocity almost parallel to the Kill-
ing vector field will measure the redshift-corrected proper-
time interval j d s f ~ W 2 between encountering two different 
Killing curves to be only slightly shorter than the differ-
ence AT of the coordinate times r corresponding to these 
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encounters. The discrepancy can be made arbitrarily small 
(though AT will grow indefinitely). This establishes the 
equivalence of clock-transport and Einstein synchroniza-
tion under the provisions made above. 

The above identification of the "curves of simultaneity" 
implies immediately that a closely spaced band of clocks 
will always give a synchronization equivalent to that with 
infinitely spaced clocks, if the path is not changed. This 
explains in general an observation made recently [3] in the 
special case of the rotating disk. Furthermore it is obvious 
from the above proof that the conditions under which 
Einstein and clock-transport synchronization are equiva-
lent can be generalized in the following way: Instead of 
assuming that the space-time metric is stationary it suffices 
to assume that a given synchronization path may be 
imbedded in a two-dimensional timelike sheet whose 
induced metric is stationary and that the clock worldlines 
are trajectories of a timelike Killing vector field with 
respect to the induced metric. 

In order to demonstrate the simplifying power of the 
geometrical concepts used in the equivalence proof we 
conclude this article by a consideration of the rotating 
disk, which has not always received the most concise treat-
ment in the literature [4], The relevant Killing vector field 
has components (1, 0, c_ 1 cor) with respect to the ortho-

10 S 1 0 1 
normal triad {—, — , — f, where r and (p are cylin-

lo/ or r ccp 1 
der coordinates and a> is the angular velocity of the disk. 
We are interested in a circular synchronization path whose 
center coincides with that of the disk and whose radius is r. 
The corresponding "curve of simultaneity" orthogonal to 
the Killing vector field has tangent vectors (1, 0, cco~l r~]) 
and may be visualized as a helical curve in a space-time 
diagram (this, of course, is also true for the Killing trajec-
tories themselves). The "pitch" ("Ganghöhe") of the helix 
is given by 

c _ I x circumference x slope = c _ l • 2nr • c~ucor 
= 2nc~2r2a>. 

Taking into account the flat geometry of the cylindrical 
synchronization sheet we obtain for the "desynchroniza-
tion" (difference in proper time of a Killing trajectory 
between two successive intersections with the curve of 
simultaneity) 

A = (\-v2/c2YU22nr2(o/c2, (5) 

where r = ra>. On the other hand a direct calculation of 
the desynchronization due to slow clock transport around 
the closed synchronization path considered yields 

ib 
J = j ( j / f - ; - / C - ~ Y 1 - V'2/C2) d T ' 

'a 

, 1 v ' 2 - v 2 

s y i - v V c 2 j - — — - d f 
la - C 1 

= (1 — v2/c2)~W2 2nr2 co/c2 (6) 

i.e. the same result. Here v' is the velocity of the synchro-
nizing clock (assumed to be only slightly different from v) 
and th — ta is the time for this clock to make one revolution 
relative to the disk. Now 2 nr (1 — v2/c2)~x/2 is the metric 
length of the curve of simultaneity, and nr2(\ — v2/c2)~W2 

is the area enclosed by the synchronization circle as mea-
sured in the corotating frame. It is not difficult to show 
that for an arbitrary closed synchronization path 

A = 2 (co/c2) A , (7) 

where A is the area on the disk (measured in the corotating 
system) enclosed by the synchronization path. 

Formulas (5) and (6) describe also the genuine desyn-
chronization of a closed chain of clocks on the earth's 
equator or in identical circular orbit around the earth, if 
the clocks display (df2 — r2dtp2)u2 = göo /2 ds instead of the 
proper time interval ds, where / is the Schwarzschild time 
coordinate and g00 = 2GM/rc2 is a component of the 
Schwarzschild metric (M is the mass of the earth). The 
reason is that the Schwarzschild metric describes to a good 
approximation the gravitational field in the vicinity of the 
earth (neglecting the gravitational effects of the other 
celestial bodies and of the earth's rotation). Note that the 
earth is rotating in the Schwarzschild frame and that due 
to the small velocities (as compared with c) involved the 
red-shift corrected proper time is practically identical with 
the Schwarzschild coordinate time t. Under the provision 
just made one can also generalize (7) to the case of an 
arbitrary closed synchronization path on the surface of the 
earth. For this A simply has to be taken as the area 
enclosed by the projection of the synchronization path on 
the equatorial plane. For an up-to-date review of the 
experimental aspects of clock synchronization in the vicini-
ty of the earth we refer the reader to [5] and the references 
cited therein. 
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